
   excellence in wellbeing, resilience & performance 

Movement and Fitness 

As a nation we need to move more: not just to exercise but to incorporate more movement 
into our everyday lives. We don't need to exercise in special clothes, we can move in any 
clothes at any time.  

Dr Chatterjee the Health and Wellbeing Doctor and author of The 4 Pillar Plan, says 
“I believe we should stop talking about ‘exercise altogether and start thinking about 
‘movement’. We simply need to move more during the day, throughout the day, every day” 
We sit too long on the commute to work, in cars, at our desks it’s no wonder our bodies switch 
off and don’t work properly. We are made to be standing and extended not flexed over a 
desk!” 

A research study in the Netherlands shows that breaking up sitting with light activities had 
significant improvements over a structured program in the gym. It is further evidence we need 
to keep moving… 

Benefits of walking: 

• Reduced risk of cancer 
• Improved mental well being 
• Better quality of life 
• Reduced risk of Alzheimer’s disease 
• Reduced risk of heart attack and strokes 
• Reduced risk of diabetes 

How do we move more? 

1. Walk before work, get off the train earlier, park slightly further away. 
2. Start a walking group at lunchtime. You won’t want to let other people down.  
3. Find a buddy. 
4. Take the stairs when you can. 

So what do we need to put in place to be able to move and exercise? 

Postural awareness and Mobility 
How we hold our bodies all day will influence which muscle groups’ work and are tight. We 
naturally use our flexor chain all day sitting, leaning over our computers/phones. This causes: 

• flat feet 
• rounded upper back  
• forwards head position 
• sleepy gluts. 

 

What we actually need to do is extend. 

•stand up tall  
•head and neck inline 
•straight back 
•shoulders back and down  

Try this:  

Stand with your back to the wall, how much of your body is in 
contact with the wall? Try and get your body in line and keep 
working on this throughout the day. Have breaks while 
working and sit up tall.  



The Gluteal muscles are the key to our power and function in walking, running and lifting. 
They switch off and become lazy because we sit on them all day. 

Try this: 
Stand in a step position, bring the pelvis forwards and weight 
onto front foot then raise arms above the head, keeping 
weight over pelvis and move the arms back and hips 
forwards. 

As we move, the forces we generate need to go somewhere. 
If an area is tight then somewhere else has to move. A great 
example of this is walking. A stiff thoracic spine that doesn’t 
rotate or extend, means all the movement needed is 
generated by the lower back, putting unnecessary stress on 
this area, causing lower back pain 

Try these: 

1. Relax the shoulders when walking and swing the arms, does the trunk swing nicely 
and the pelvis rotate? 

2. Try the sitting rotation test as this fixes the pelvis and shows what movement there is 
in the upper back. 

3. Can you stand and lift the arms over your head keeping the body in line and pelvis in 
the correct position? Try it back to a wall! 

One of the reasons the shoulders get so tight is lack of scapular control. 
Try this simple exercise to get the right shoulder muscles working. 

4. Stretch the arms out in a circle then reach them forwards and back using the muscles 
between the shoulder blades. 

 



How to become stronger 

As we pass the age of 30 we start to lose muscle mass! The older we get the faster this 
happens so to reverse this we need to add some regular strength training. 

If you don’t use it you lose it. 

The benefits to us are: 
• Better body composition 
• Reverses ageing 
• Better insulin sensitivity 
• Decreased risk of muscle loss 
• Increased self esteem 
• Decreased risk of diabetes, cardiovascular disease and stroke 
• Improved brain health 
• Reduces risk of osteoporosis 
• Reduces stress and anxiety 

Beginners guide to exercise and strength 

This exercise will give you a good foundation and core to progress from and add weights. 
Try these balance exercises and these can be done several times a day. The better you get, 
the better the brain to muscle connections are and the less likely you are to fall and get 
injured. Recent research has shown that even if you train hard you still need to practice 
balancing. The older you get the more key these are! 

1. Balance on one leg. 
2. Close your eyes. 
3. Can you move your arms above your head/ to the side. 
4. Pick up one knee and hold the position . 
5. Bend the knee you are standing on. 

Try these functional tests below. Do these daily to start feeling much stronger. 

 

           

     

Standing feet hip width 
apart bend your knees

Stand from a chair without 
using your hands  

 Stand by a wall 
and repeat 2.



 

              

Further Strength work 

Pick 3-4 days a week to do some strength work. 
Pick 3 exercises either from above or the new ones below. 

Press-ups: start on knees                          Tricep dips                                              Lunge 
 

 

Plank start on knees                                     Glute Bridge                      

 

 

Step up and down on the stairs, try 2 steps. Go up onto both toes, try on one leg.

Week1 - start without weights. 
  Week 2 - add 2 small dumbbells  

to the standing exercises.

Aim to do 20 of each of the five 
exercises above. This will give 
you a great start to building up 
some functional strength and 
balance. Once these basic skills 
have been mastered over 2-4 
weeks you can then try some of 
these harder exercises

A key exercise is the glut bridge, as we need to keep waking up our lazy gluts 
that shut down as we sit on them all day! Lie on your back with knees bent, then 
roll pelvis back so lower back is flat on the floor, engage lower abdominals and 

gluts i.e. tell them to work and squeeze them then lift up. This can be done initially 
on 2 legs then a harder version on one. 

 One leg knee bend 

Intermediate and Advanced Exercise 

It is important to review your training regime. Can you do all the fundamental exercises above? These are key for everyone. 
Can you balance? Research has shown that this needs to be trained! 

Can you do 3 x 20 single leg glute bridges? This is key to being able to keep good form while training. 

There are some great resources to tap into. If you need further training help, more demanding exercises and routines 
including HIIT and use of resisted exercise bands, and workouts used by Olympians please contact nicola@7futures.com  
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